
 #riberabilingual 

At the end of last November all of the students of IES Ribera de Castilla Bilingual Section 

carried out their own BLACK FRIDAY promotions.  

Each group took a different subject and tried to sell its best asset to the rest of the class… by 

doing a video commercial or performing a Trade Fair oral presentation. 

 

1st ESO (TECHNOLOGY) had to sell the best tool and EVA GONZALEZ FUENTES stood out by 

encouraging customers to buy a nice Hammer. 

 

                           
 

LUCIA AGUADO RANGEL’s pre-Christmas commercial selling a Drill and  Mª JOSE CARNICER 

ALONSO’s Silicone gun got second and third distinctions. 

2nd ESO (P.E.) had to sell the best sportsman/woman that’s ever existed. The best videos 

from 2-F were made by DANIEL MARTIN, promoting Dominican Taekwondo medalist Gabriel 

Mercedes… and ITZIAR MARTIN, attesting Michael Phelps superb skills. 

             

2-E’s winner was LUNA GARCÍA after selling all the expertise of synchronised swimmer Andrea 

Fuentes… and HECTOR IVAYLOV actually jumped onto an extraordinary ovation with his video 

about Ruth Beitia, a huge commercial and sporting success. 



                                    

3rd ESO (Geography) turned into a Travel Agency and had to sell an exciting trip to a 

breathtaking worldwide destination. 

The most appreciated videos were about Lapland (by IRINA JOLIN & CARLA GONZALEZ), 

Scandinavia (by YAIZA DE LA RIVA & MARTA SALVADOR) and New Orleans + Jamaica (by 

VIOLETA CARRASCO & SOFIA DEL POZO).  

 

Now that most borders are closed, thanks to this project we’ve been able to travel without 

moving.  

4th ESO (HISTORY) had to pick historical events and characters and James Watt’s invention 

got the biggest ovation due to its witty slogan: STEAM IS OUR DREAM (Courtesy of SARA, 

OSCAR and NAHIR) 

The American Revolution / War of Independence came close with a special anti-imperialist 

promotion and Philip V from Spain became the third best selling product due to a popular 

mixture of innovative reforms and unexpected sex-appeal. 

Congratulations to all the participants (students & teachers) and see you all soon in the next 

Ribera Bilingual activity!!! 



      
 


